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PRIME IDEALS IN AUTOMETRIZED ALGEBRAS 
JiRi RACHÛNEK, Olomouc 
(Received March 18, 1985) 
A system (A, + , ^ , *) is called an autometrized algebra if 
(1) (A, + ) is a commutative semigroup with zero element 0; 
(2) (A, ^ ) is an ordered set and 
У a, b,ce A; a^b=>a + cSb + c; 
(3) *: A X Л -> Л is a mapping such that 
Va, be A; a ^ b ^ 0 and a^b = Ooa = b, 
Va, b e A; a ^ b = b * a, 
\fa, b,CE A; a ^ с S (a -* b) + [b * c). 
An autometrized algebra [A, + , ^ , *) is called 
a) an 1-algebra if (A, ^ ) is a lattice and 
Va, b, с e A; a + {b v c) = (a + b) v {a + c), 
a + {b A c) = (a + b) A (a -h c); 
b) semiregular if 
V a e ^ ; a ^ O = > a * 0 = a; 
c) normal if 
Va G Л; a ^ a * 0, 
Va, b, с, de A; (a + с) * (Ь + J) ^ (a * Ь) + (с * d), 
\fa, b, c, d e A; (a * c) * (b * d) ^ (a * Ь) + (c * J), 
Va, Ь e Л; (a ^ Ь => 3x ^ 0; a + X = b). 
No te . Every commutative Di?/-semigroup (for instance, every commutative 
/-group and every Brouwerian algebra) is a semiregular normal autometrized 
/-algebra. 
If A = (A, +, й, *) is an autometrized algebra, then ф Ф I я A is called an 
ideal in A if and only if 
Va, b el; a + bel; 
Уае1, xeA;x*OSci*0=>xeI. 
The principal ideal in A generated by a G Л is denoted by /(a) and we have /(a) = 
= {x e A; x * 0 ^ m(^a * 0) for some m ^ 0}. Let us denote the set of all ideals in 
an algebra A by е/(Л). К. L, N. Swamy and N. P. Rao [2] studied the properties of 
ideals in normal autometrized algebras. They showed that in those algebras the ideals 
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are exactly the kernels of homomorphisms and that each epimorphic image is iso­
morphic to the factor-algebra over its kernel. Moreover, in [2] it is proved that the 
set of all ideals in a normal autometrized algebra, ordered by set inclusion, is a com­
plete algebraic lattice. 
In the paper prime ideals in autometrized algebras are introduced and studied. 
Let Л = (Л, + , ^ ) be an ordered semigroup with zero element 0. Then A is 
called an interpolation semigroup if 
Ma, b, ce A; [0 ^ a, b, c, a й b + с => (30 ^ b^ й b, 0 й c^ ^ с; 
a = bi + cj]. 
N o t e . It is clear that, for example, commutative /-groups and Brouwerian algebras 
are interpolation semigroups. 
Lemma 1. / / 0 ^ a, b, с are elements of an interpolation l-semigroup A, then 
a A (b -{- c) ^ (a A b) + (a A c). 
Proof. Let 0 S a, b, с e A. Then 0 ^ a A (b + c) ^ b + c, hence a A (b + c) = 
= и -\- V for some O ^ w g f e , O ^ ^ ^ c . Moreover, и ^ и -\- v -^ a, thus и ^ 
^ a A b, and similarly v ^ a A c, which means a л (fo + c) g (a л b) + (a л с). 
Proposition 2. The intersection of any two principal ideals in an interpolation 
semiregular autometrized l-algebra A is a principal ideal in A. If a, b e A, then 
1(a) n /(b) = l({a * 0) л (b * 0)); in particular, I{a) n 1(b) = l(a л b) for 0 ^ a, 
be A. 
Proof. Since A is semiregular, 1(a) = l(a * 0) for each a e A. 
Let a, b e A. Then 0 g (a * 0) л (b * 0) ^ a * 0, Ь * 0, hence (a * 0) л (fo * 0) e 
el(a) n 1(b), therefore I{(a * 0) л (й * 0)) Ç 1(a) n 1(b). 
Conversely, if xeJ(a) n l(b), then there exist m, n ^ О such that x * О ̂  m{a * 0), 
X * 0 ^ n(b * 0). By Lemma 1 we have m(a * 0) л n(b * 0) ^ mw[(ö * 0) л (Ь * 0)], 
thus X el((a * 0) л (Ь * 0)), i.e. 1(a) n 1(b) Ç l((a * 0) A (b * 0)). 
Proposition 3. / / A is a semiregular normal autometrized l-algebra, a, b e A, 
then 1(a) V l(b) = l([a * 0) v (Z? * 0)) = l((a * 0) + (b * 0)); in particular, l(a) v 
V /(b) = I(a V b) = I(a + b) for 0 ^ a, b e A, 
Proof. Let a, b e A. Then 0 ^ a * 0, b * 0 ^ (a * 0) v (b * 0), hence a, b e 
el((a * 0) V (b * 0)), therefore l(a) v l(b) Ç I((a * 0) v (b * 0)). 
Let IeJ(A), l(a),l(b) Ç / , xel((a*0) v (b * 0)). Then there exists m ^ О 
such that X * О ^ ml(^a * 0) v (Ь * 0)]. Since a, b el,(a ^0) + (b * 0) e / . Moreover, 
0 ^ (a * 0) V (b * 0) ^ (a * 0) + (b * 0), hence (a * 0) v (b * 0) G / , thus also 
m[(a * 0) V (b * 0)] el. Therefore xel, i.e. l(a) v 1(b) = I((a * 0) v (b * 0)). 
The equaUty l(a) v l(b) = /((a * 0) + (b * 0)) is satisfied by [2, Lemma 3]. 
If A is an autometrized algebra, then we say that an ideal I in A is a prime ideal if 
V J, К e J^(^) ; JnK = I=^J = 1 or i^ = / . 
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Theorem 4. / / Ä is a semiregular normal autometrized l-algebra, then for 
I e C/(Ä) the following conditions are equivalent: 
1. I is a prime ideal. 
2. VJ, К e J{Ä);J nK^I=^J^IorK^L 
3. Va, b e Ä; 0 ^ a л b el =^ a el or bel. 
Proof. 1 => 2: Let J n К Ç / . Then I = I v {J n K), and since J(Ä) is (by [2, 
Lemma 6]) distributive, / = (/ v J) n{I v K). Hence I = Iv J or I = IvK, 
that is J Ç / or К Ç / . 
2 =^ 3: Let 0 g a л fe 6 / . By Proposition 2, we have l{a) n I{b) = /(a л b) Ç J, 
thus /(a) Ç / or /(b) Я I, and so a el ox b el. 
3 => 1: Let J,Ke J>{À), J n К = I. Let us suppose that a e J\I, b eK\I. Ä is 
semiregular, hence we can suppose 0 < a, b. Then 0 ^ a л b S ci, b, thus a A b e 
e J n К = I, therefore a e I or b el, a, contradiction. That means J = I or К = I. 
Corollary 5. / / / is a prime ideal, then 
Ma, b e A ; 0 = а л Ь = > а е / or bel. 
Let us recall the notion of a dually residuated lattice ordered semigroup [DRl-
semigroup) that has been introduced by Swamy in [1]. 
A system A = (A, +, й, —) is called a DRl-semigroup if 
(1) (A, + , ^ ) is a commutative lattice ordered semigroup with zero element 0; 
(2) for each a, b e A there exists the least element x e A such that Ь + x ^ a 
(such X is denoted by a — b); 
(3) Ma, b e A; {a - b) V 0 + b й a V b; 
(4) Mae A; a - a t 0. 
Let us denote a ^ b = (a — b) v (b — a) for a, b e A. Then (A, + , ^ , *) is an 
autometrized algebra (see [1, Theorem 9]) which by [2] is normal and semiregular. 
A Di^/-semigroup A is called representable (see [3]) if (a — b) л (b — a) ^ 0 
for each a, b e A. (For example, commutative /-groups and Boolean algebras are 
representable Di^/-semigroups.) 
Lemma 6. / / A is a representable DRl-semigroup, a, b e A, then 
a = (a A b) + l^a — {a A bj] , b = (a A b) + [^b — (a A bj] , 
[a - {a A bj] A [b - {a A b)] = 0. 
Proof. Let a, b e A. Since a ^ a л b, by [1, Lemma 8] we have [a — (a л bJ] + 
+ [a A b) = a. Similarly [b — (a л bJ] + {a A b) = b. Moreover, by [1, Lemma 
5 and Theorem 2], 
l_a •- (a A bJ] A \_b — (a A b)~\ = [(a — a) v (a — bJ] л 
л [{b - a) V {b ~ b)] = (0 л 0) V [{a - b) A {b - a)] v 
V [0 A{b - a)] V [(a - b) л 0] . 
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By the assumption, A is representable, hence 
[a - {a A b)] л [b - (a л fe)] = 0 . 
Theorem 7. / / A is a representable DRl-semigroup and I an ideal in A such that 
Уа,Ье1; 0 = aAb=>aeI or bel, 
then the set of all classes of the congruence corresponding to I is linearly ordered. 
Proof. Let ä, b e AJL We know that a = (a A b) + x, b = (a A b) Л- y, where 
X A y = 0. Hence x e / or 3; G /. If x e /, then ä = a A b. We always have a A b й 
^ 5, thus in this case ä ^ b.lf у el, then similarly b S ä. 
Theorem 8. / / (P ;̂ ieF) is a linearly ordered system of prime ideals in a semi-
regular normal autometrized algebra A, then P = f] Pf is a prime ideal in A. 
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Proof. Let a, b e A, 0 ^ a л b e P, a ф P, b фP, Then there exist j , ke Г such 
that a Ф Pj, b Ф Pfc. Let j ^ k. Then a ф P^, b ф P^, a contradiction. Therefore, by 
Theorem 4, P is a prime ideal in A. 
Corollary 9. Every prime ideal contains a minimal prime ideal. 
Let us denote by 0^[Ä) the set of all prime ideals in a normal autometrized algebra A. 
Theorem 10. Let Abe a semiregular interpolation normal autometrized l-algebra, 
С e J[Ä). Then the mapping (p: P v-^ P n С is a bijection of the set of all prime 
ideals in A that do not contain С onto the set of all proper prime ideals in C. For 
any Ke^{C) we have (p'~^{K) = {x e Л; (x * 0) л (c * 0) еК for each с e C}. 
Proof. Clearly ф(Р)е^(С) for Pe^{A), Let Ke^{C), Let us denote L = 
= (x G Л; (x * 0) л (с * 0) G X for each ce С}. Let x, у e L, ce С. Then the nor-
mahty of the algebra A and Lemma 1 yield 
0 ^ [(x + 3;) * 0] л (с * 0) ^ [(x * 0) + (3; * 0)] л (c * 0) ^ 
й [{x * 0) л (c * 0)] + [{y * 0) л (c * 0)] G К . 
Hence [(x + j) * 0] л (c * 0) G X, and thus x + y e L, 
Let now X G L , ZG^, z * 0 ^ x * 0 , C G C . Then 0 ^ (z * 0) л (c * 0) ^ (x * 0) л 
л (с * 0) G К, hence (z * 0) л (с? * 0) G К, i.e. z e L. Therefore Le ^{A). 
Let X, y e A, X Ф L, y Ф L, 0 -^ X л у. Then there exist c ,̂ C2 G С such that 
X A [с1^0)фК , у A (с2*0)фК , 
Since К G ^(C), we have 
[x л (ci*0)] А[У A {с2^0)']фК, 
hence (x A y) A [(C^ * 0) Л (C2 * 0)] ф К, but this means x A у ф L. Thus Le^{A), 
Let xe Ln C. Then (x * 0) л (x * 0) eK, thus x eK, i.e. Ln С ^ K. The con­
verse inclusion is evident. 
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Let us suppose that Pe^{Ä), P does not contain C, P' = {XEA; (x^O) A 
л (c * 0) e P n С for each ceC}, ye P\ Let Ci e С \ P. Then also c^ * 0 e С \ P, 
and since (3; * 0) л {с^ * 0) G P, we have y * О G P, therefore also y e P, i.e. P ' ^ P. 
The converse inclusion is again evident. 
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